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Awesome Customer Service I ordered a pager charger online and the order was process, shipped and received within two days. That is unheard of in todays world. The item was received as advertised and works great! East Coast Pagers also has the best price around (the internet), so give them a try. You will not be disappointed. ✕ Shop Shop Shop
Magnum AVL in our store done 1-minute updates done No Long-Term Contract done 3-year equipment warranty done 10-minute or daily updates done 12/24V DC with battery backup done 6 month historical data done Fast 4G LTE technology done Easy to use Google Maps done Automatic alerts & email reports We have a dedicated team of Magnum
AVL experts ready to help. If you have any questions or would like a demo, please contact us. About Us Who We Are Our Services Financing Our Blog PDF Library Magnum AVL Help Contact Us Log In /shop/gs999ca-sxxxen-unication-gs999ca-sxxxen-charger-amplifier-g2-g5-122404 Part Number: GS999CA-SXXXEN Free Shipping in U.S. on orders
over $299 Unication GS999CA-SXXXEN Charger Amplifier - G2-G5Includes antennaPager in image not included 1 year warranty Includes antennaPager in image not included 1 year warranty Has there been any improvements regarding: -Pop sounds from the amplified speaker . - initial parts of the transmissions being cut I have searched the older
posts and found no updates . Thanks in advance Sorry I can help ya... I never had any of these issues. Works flawlessly for me. There was a firmware update for the Gx pagers that was designed to address this. It delays the audio for a moment when docked to the charger amp. Some people still don't like it because it causes a bit of an "echo" effect.
Install the latest firmware and see what you think. Thank you , I don’t own one however was thinking about buying one for my new upcoming G5 . Thank you , I don’t own one however was thinking about buying one for my new upcoming G5 . I own both the amplified charger and the desktop charger. I will admit that my amplified charger sits in a
closet and I don't use it, but that's mainly because I put my G5 on the desktop charger next to my bed each night and I get all day+ battery life on a full charge. Congrats on your new G5. You're going to love it! Thanks for your response . Save your money on the amplified charger the audio is terrible before and after firmware upgrade. It didn’t make
any difference. The one thing that I have noticed is that the Amplified charger charges quicker than the base charger. That’s the only thing I use it for. The amplified charger still has the echo effect at the beginning of transmissions. It’s annoying and makes the charger unusable for listening. I hope there’s a fix coming soon... Save your money on the
amplified charger the audio is terrible before and after firmware upgrade. It didn’t make any difference. The one thing that I have noticed is that the Amplified charger charges quicker than the base charger. That’s the only thing I use it for. I must use it because the G5 needs its antenna input for an external antenna to get a signal into the metal
building. Mainly for the secondary VHF band in mine but it also brings in distant signals on the primary bands that the removable antenna can not hear. The charging base is the only way to use an external antenna for the secondary band in a G5. The same antenna port on the amped charging base will also work on the primary band. The G5 can
detect which antenna (removable on top or signal from charging base) to use by RSSI for the primary band. I assume the single band pagers work the same when in this charging base and its connected to a better external antenna. I do agree that the audio leaves a bit to be desired. I've never tried an external speaker with this charging base. That
may make the audio sound good but the echo affect that some notice would still exist. I just ordered one of these. Should I return it? I am awaiting mine to arrive, and hopeful that I could over come some of the issues and enjoy it. Many have owned this amp and reporting no problems.I am also aware that most dealers do not accept returns, however
reselling it might be an option. I am awaiting mine to arrive, and hopeful that I could over come some of the issues and enjoy it. Many have owned this amp and reporting no problems.I am also aware that most dealers do not accept returns, however reselling it might be an option. eBay takes returns. Lol I have this charger and use it with my G5. I
have no problems with popping or audio echo. Some people are being over critical of this charger. I agree, just received my amp and so far no issues . Slight echo however I would not call it unlistenable or unusable . At home I used to keep the G5 volume at 40 and now kept it at 20 and amps volume half way . Not using the back antenna . I agree, just
received my amp and so far no issues . Slight echo however I would not call it unlistenable or unusable . At home I used to keep the G5 volume at 40 and now kept it at 20 and amps volume half way . Not using the back antenna . When the G5 is sitting in the amp, the volume control on the G5 does not control the volume at all. You can set it down to
zero if you want. The control on the amp charger base takes over the control of volume. Although operating this charger is easy , I learned more about it by reading the posts and tube videos . That’s where I learned that you need to turn on the pager volume before placing it into the charger . Supplied manual leaves much to be desired . Although
operating this charger is easy , I learned more about it by reading the posts and tube videos . That’s where I learned that you need to turn on the pager volume before placing it into the charger . Supplied manual leaves much to be desired . Where did you read this? I've never needed to set the volume or even turn the pager on before placing it in the
charger if I intended on using or not using the chargers audio amp. Once my G5 is in the charger, a simple very slight turn of its volume control until it clicks on is all that mine has ever needed. Then the charger/amplifier takes over and all volume is adjusted with its control. Now you have me confused! From the manual: #4 @ blackbelter - No. 4 - I'm
sure they mean based on the CHARGER's volume, not the pager itself. I have my pager volume set to 0 and it still amplifies. The volume knob on the charger is what determines it once it's seated BTW... I run mine with (buffering) OFF *even though a little pop-up in the PPS warns you the beginning of transmissions will be cut off* I am not
experiencing that and don't hear that pre-echo most times. I have heard it on occasion, but it's not on every transmission. I hear the echo with buffering on but it's far from (un-listenable) as some declared it. I have it on most days and I rarely notice that echo Okay, they are talking about the volume knob setting on the front of the actual charger
amplifier base just to the right side of its speaker and NOT the volume control on the G5 itself. Of course the pager does need to be turned on but its volume control can remain as low or as high as you want and it will not alter the volume coming from the amplified charging base. As soon as you remove the pager from the charging base, then and only
then will the pagers volume control setting become valid. You can also leave the pager in the charger and turn it on or off as needed. No need to turn it on before you place it into the charger. And like you said, the "Supplied manual leaves much to be desired."! Page 2 To anyone looking to acquire commercial radio programming software: Please do
not make requests for copies of radio programming software which is sold (or was sold) by the manufacturer for any monetary value. All requests will be deleted and a forum infraction issued. Making a request such as this is attempting to engage in software piracy and this forum cannot be involved or associated with this activity. The same goes for
any private transaction via Private Message. Even if you attempt to engage in this activity in PM's we will still enforce the forum rules. Your PM's are not private and the administration has the right to read them if there's a hint to criminal activity. If you are having trouble legally obtaining software please state so. We do not want any hurt feelings
when your vague post is mistaken for a free request. It is YOUR responsibility to properly word your request. To obtain Motorola software see the Sticky in the Motorola forum. The various other vendors often permit their dealers to sell the software online (i.e., Kenwood). Please use Google or some other search engine to find a dealer that sells the
software. Typically each series or individual radio requires its own software package. Often the Kenwood software is less than $100 so don't be a cheapskate; just purchase it. For M/A Com/Harris/GE, etc: there are two software packages that program all current and past radios. One package is for conventional programming and the other for trunked
programming. The trunked package is in upwards of $2,500. The conventional package is more reasonable though is still several hundred dollars. The benefit is you do not need multiple versions for each radio (unlike Motorola). This is a large and very visible forum. We cannot jeopardize the ability to provide the RadioReference services by allowing
this activity to occur. Please respect this. Thread starter blackbelter Start date Dec 9, 2019 Status Not open for further replies. Everyone’s tolerance for the pop and echo issues varies. Heck, even my own tolerance for it varies! Most of my listening is in a quiet room with the pager in the amp charger next to me, making the echo issue very apparent
and annoying. YMMV, of course. By having the pagers volume set to 0 in the amplified charger the G5 battery lasts even longer .overall I am happy with the charger. Mine sounds good no problems So whats the answer to the echo? Is it voice buffering or not? Its so annoying on mine that I cant listen to it. So whats the answer to the echo? Is it voice
buffering or not? Its so annoying on mine that I cant listen to it. I *think* it should be fixed in the forthcoming firmware update. I have set mine to disable the buffering with no noticeable echo on the charger . Status Not open for further replies.
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